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SHORT SHELDRAKE ON SHAKESPEARE 

Female Parts 

 
Hullo and welcome to an even handier-sized edition of Sheldrake on 

Shakespeare, which I’m alliteratively going to christen Short Sheldrake on 

Shakespeare. This is the first in a series of supplementary podcasts intended to allow 

me room to tell you about things that don’t make up the material for a whole podcast, 

but which I think are nonetheless essential to understanding Shakespeare. I’m going 

to find it incredibly difficult to speak about something interesting for only five 

minutes, but these shorter podcasts are meant to give you helpful information, and a 

five-minute limit should stop me getting over-excited by any ideas. As I’m sure you’ll 

all agree, we don’t want to be tangling with any of them if we can help it. 

So I’ve been working on Romeo and Juliet this week in preparation for the 

Valentine’s Day edition of Sheldrake on Shakespeare and last week it was As You 

Like It. These plays have in common a great female role at their centre. This got me 

thinking about actors, and I thought it might be interesting to talk you through the 

circumstances of performance for the female roles Shakespeare wrote. 

Many of you will know that women were not permitted on-stage in 

Shakespeare’s England and so the female roles were acted by boy-players. Please do 

not imagine forty-year-olds in unconvincing drag. They were boys, usually between 

the ages of about ten and eighteen, and came from a variety of backgrounds. Some 

were from choir schools, some were the children of other actors, many we don’t know 

anything about. They would have had unbroken voices and would have looked 

feminine if not realistically female. Somebody made notes on a performance of 

Othello in about 1610 and remarked how moving Desdemona’s performance was in 

terms of her and she, not him and he. 

How were these boys employed? Each playing company had a core of 

‘sharers’, meaning shareholders in that they took a slice of whatever profits the 

company made, whereas the other actors were just hired as wage-labourers. Each boy 

playing female roles would have been attached to one of the sharers and the sharer 

was responsible for clothing and feeding them, rehearsing them and training them in 

the dramatic arts. The boys often lived with the sharer they were attached to and it 
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worked like the formal apprenticeships that occurred in the various livery companies 

of the day. 

This knowledge can give us access to the living breathing people who worked 

alongside Shakespeare every day. One of the most imaginative research articles I’ve 

ever read was called ‘The Sharer and his Boy’ and it was written by an academic 

called Scott McMillin. I’ve put a more thorough reference to it in the transcript of this 

piece, which you can find at sheldrakeonshakespeare.com. I’ve also thrown in some 

further reading for good measure. Anyway, in his article, McMillin tried to apply to 

the female roles in Shakespeare’s plays what we know about the logistical 

arrangements in the company. 

I should first explain something without which McMillin’s argument won’t 

make any sense. In Renaissance theatre practise, actors worked from what is known 

as a ‘cue-script’, which consisted of their lines and the one, two or three words spoken 

by the previous actor that cued each of their speeches. This saved paper and writing 

costs, but meant that you had have a keen ear and know your cues extremely well. It 

also meant, given that a whole cast might not rehearse together before the first 

performance, that you had to be adept at working out your part from your lines alone 

and rehearsing on your own or in small groups. 

To return to McMillin, he argued that Shakespeare wrote two types of female 

roles; open and closed. The open roles, like Rosalind and Cleopatra, were given cues 

by everybody. Closed roles, like Desdemona, were given cues by a very limited group 

of characters. In fact, a vast number of Desdemona’s cues, something over half I think 

McMillin worked out, were given by Othello. From this, McMillin deduced that the 

boy-player acting Desdemona must have been the apprentice of the sharer playing 

Othello. Shakespeare, it seems, was writing in order to make one-on-one rehearsal 

and training easier. Given the cue-script system I explained a moment ago, if a boy 

was given most of his cues by somebody he was rehearsing with anyway, then it 

stands to reason that he would have a better idea of what was going on and therefore 

give a more assured performance. 

Allow me to leave you with a thought of my own. Shakespeare perhaps even 

wanted to help a single boy-actor in closed and then open roles grow over the course 

of a succession of plays. Imagine that parts like Juliet and Rosalind were played by 

the same actor. After all, the plays were only three years apart and apprenticeships 

could last for a decade. Imagine now, what a talent that boy must have been. 
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Next time you are reading these plays or next time you are watching a highly 

experienced actor not quite embody Rosalind, think of the first body to play it. A 

mere teenager, pulling off with apparent ease some of the most emotionally complex 

scenes in the canon. 

And there’s so much more to say about this, but, as Eliot reminds us, there will 

be time. I look forward to speaking to you about Romeo and Juliet in a week or so. 

Until then, farewell. 
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